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Abstract-Assume that p,(z) generate the scattering amplitudes A,, j = 1,2. If A := Al - AZ is 
small in a suitable sense then p := 91 - 92 is small in some sense. Estimates of p(z) are given in 
terms of some norm of A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let e(x) E Qa := {q : q E L2(Ba),q(x) = 0 in BL, q = 7j). Here the bar stands for complex 
conjugate, B, := {z : 1x1 5 a,~ E R3}, j = 1,2, a > 0 is a given number, BA := W3 \ B,. 
Let Aj(a’, cr) := A,> (a’, a) be the scattering amplitude corresponding to the potential qj(Z), 
Q’, (Y E S’, the unit sphere; the energy k2 > 0 is assumed to be fixed. Without loss of generality 
we assume k = 1. Let M := (8 : 13 E C3,Q. 0 = l}, where 0 . w := Olwl + t&w2 + e3w3. Our 
notations are the same as in [l-6]. 
The following uniqueness theorem is proved in [1,2]: if A1 = A2 for all o’, cx E S2 (k > 
0 is fixed) and qj E QII then ql(x) = 42(x). Th is uniqueness theorem and a known result 
([7, p. 112, Lemma 21, which says that if a mapping T from a compactum Ic in a Banach space 
into a Banach space is injective and closed then the inverse mapping T-l from TX: onto K 
is continuous) yield a continuous dependence result. Namely, let Kb c Q= be the set of q(x) 
such that llqlj -I- llVqlj 2 b, b = constant > 0, ]I . 11 := II . [~Lz(~.). Let T : q + A, be the 
mapping from xb into the space of the scattering amplitudes which we equip with the sup norm: 
I4 = suP&,,Esz IA(a’,a)l. Then T is injective (by the above uniqueness theorem), continuous 
and therefore closed. The continuity of T follows from the formula ([3, p. 659, formula (83)]): 
-4nA(a’, o) = 
J 
p(z) ui(x, o) ‘112(x, -a’) dx, 
p(z) : = q;x) - q2(x), A := AI - A2, 
(1) 
where uj(Z,o) is the scattering solution (defined, e.g., in [3, p. 6431) corresponding to qj(X), 
j = 1,2. It is known that sup zEPS,aESa ]u(jc, o)] 5 c (*). By c > 0 we denote various constants; 
u(x, Q) is the scattering solution corresponding to a q E Qa; the constant in (*) depends on llqll 
only. Thus (1) yields 
IAI I 4l~llt c = c(a, ll~~ll~ll~d>~ (2) 
Estimate (2) proves that T is a continuous mapping from Q. into C(S2 x S2). Thus, we have 
proved: 
THEOREM 1. The inverse map T-l : A, ’ -+ q 1s continuous from Txb on to 
xb := {q : q E &a, llqll + llvqll I bl. 
Practically, it is interesting to have not only the statement that this map is continuous but 
also some stability estimates for the inverse map T- ‘. Such estimates are obtained in Section 2 
and formulated in Theorem 2. 
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2. STABILITY ESTIMATES 
The idea for getting the stability estimates is to use the reconstruction formula from [2]: 
i(X) = -4x lim 
l@l+m 
@‘-6=X 
where c(X) := s,, q(e) exp (-iA . z) d 2, and the construction of ~~(c~,e) is given in [2]. 
From (1) one gets 
- 47r JJ A(+) vlr(a, 0) ~~~(---a’, 0’) da da’ sz s= 
= J d2d+hw9 + 4 bh(~,e’) + m21. (3) B. 
Here $~j (z, 0) is the special solution to the Schrodinger equation: 
[V2 + I - q&)] $j = 0, & = exp (;0 . z)[l + Rj (2, S)], (4 
where [1,2,5] (the first estimate (5) has been proved in [8] for q E Lo3 and in [5] and [9] for q E LP, 
P > 312). 
llRj(2r e)tb(B.) 5 Cw’, 11% tf! ~)b(z,o) < ~~~~-1’2~ In leh for is! + Oc), e E M c5) 
and rnj are defined by the formula 
J U.&T +3, (2, e)da = 4~~ (x,e) + mj (x, E, e), (6) .S= 
where 
;F; Imj(x,E,e)l + 0 as E+ 0, for any fixed 0 E M . (7) 
a 
It follows from (3) that 
J dzp(z) exp [ice + et) . Z] = -4~ B. JJ s2 s3 A(& a) ~(o, 0) ~24-4 0 dada’ 
- J dzp(z) exp [i(e + 0’) . X] {ml exp t--i0 . Z) (8) B. 
+ R+,e)+ mzexp (-ieh)+ R2(z,e') 
+ [ml exp (--ie .z)+ R1][m2exp (-ieb)+ R2]}. 
Choose an arbitrary X E R3 and a number Xc > 0 and assume 1x1 5 Xc. Choose 8, 8’ E M 
such that 0 + 0’ = -X. This is possible [1,2]. Assume that IAl - A21 := IAl < 5, where 6 > 0 is 
a small number. Then (8) yields (with N(v) := I(v~~~~~~~~, and IE := (ImBI = \1mB’I): 
IIqX)l L C6N(h) N(v2c) + c exp (Ku)bil + II%Z(B.) 
+ llRlR211 + llmlm2ll + cllm1R2ll exp (~a) + cllm2Rlll exp (~a). 
(9) 
Here IId := llm~ll + Ilm2ll, IlRll = IlRlll + IIR211 I cPl-‘. from (9) ad (5) one gets 
(for K >> 1): 
KX>l L c6Nc + cexp (~u)~~m~~+ CK-~ +cK -3’2 )ln~l+Ilmim2ll+cexp (ka)jlmlln-1’21nn, (10) 
where N, := N(Y~~)N(v~~), L e us choose c = E(K) such that t 
llmjl 5 6-l exp(-na) := Y(K). (II) 
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This is possible because of (7). Then (10) becomes 
117(X)1 I CbNC(K) + cn-‘, E = c(s), K, := ]lmB], (12) 
where c = constant > 0 does not depend on K, c and A. 
If one finds an estimate for N, as E -t 0, say 
N,(c) I h(x) + 00, asK:-+oo, (18) 
then one can minimize the right-hand side of (12) in K E [l, ~CJ) for a fixed small 6 > 0: 
6h(~) + ~-l = min. (14 
Without loss of generality one can assume that /Z(K) is a smooth monotonically growing, even 
convex if this is convenient, function of rc. Then (14) has a solution K = ~(6) which satisfies the 
equation 
6h’(K) = fC-2. (15) 
For a particular h(n) Equation (15) can be solved asymptotically as 6 + 0. Let 
r](b) = cmin,[fih(n) + K-‘I. Then (12) yields 
MX)l I q(6) + 0, as6+0. (16) 
This is the desired stability estimate. To make it fully explicit one should estimate N(v,), i.e., 
find h(6). This problem is treated in [lo]. Suppose that q E Qa and 
N(y) : = ]]Y]/L~(sz) = min. 
First, note that u(z, o) = B[exp (io . z)], where 
B = (I+&)-’ and Qu := J exp (ib - YI) q(y) u(y) dy B. 47+ - YI 
The operator B and B-’ are bounded in L2(B,,). Therefore, inequality (17) holds if 
exp (is . a) d&Y) da - 4(x1 e)ll 5 P, N(v) = min, (18) 
where /3 = cy, 4(;c, 0) = (I + Q)+ an c d d oes not depend on 0 and 6. Let uf := (v,Yf), where 
Yl(cr) are the orthonormalized spherical harmonics in L2(S2), (e, .) is the inner product in L2(S2). 
Note that 
exp (icr . x) = fJ CL Ye(a) Ye(2.z') je(r), 
k0 
T := 121, I0 = z/r, y := 4?riL. (1% 
Here the bar stands for complex conjugate and je(r) is the spherical Bessel function. Using (19) 
one can write (18) as 
I&J ce 2 ' drr2jvc - &12j&) 5 p2, P = c-Y; (20) 
L=O 0 
N2(p) := e 11~1~ = min, 
k0 
where & := cF1(AYe(zo))/jl(r). Note that (V2 + l)d = 0 in B, so that 4~ does not depend on 
r. Let be := 16x2 l: dr r2jz(r). Then (20) reduces to 
21 I Vf 2 =min, gl~]u(-&]~<p~. (21) 
f=O f=O 
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By the Lagrange multipliers method one has ve + p(ve - &e)be = 0, so that 
Ve=/Jl&(l+pbe)-‘, e=O,l,2 ,... , 
where p = 0) > 0, p(P) --+ ~0 as /3 + 0, is the unique root of the equation 
We have 
N2(P) = 5 P*(P) l&l* b:[l + p(p) be]-*. 
(22) 
(23) 
e=o 
Note that N, in (10) can be estimated: for E = E(K) one has (ll), so that y = Y(K) in (17) 
equals the right-hand side of (11). Therefore, for this E, N, 5 cN*(c-‘Y(K)). Let us formulate 
the result. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose 
qj(x:> E &a, llqjll I c, p := ql - qz, lA(d, ct)I := IAl(a’, a) - Az(a’, ct)l < 6. 
Then (16) holds, and, for all sufficiently small 6 > 0, ~(6) = cl min[Sh(K) + IE-~], where cl = 
constant > 0 does not depend on 6 and K, /Z(K) = N*(cexp (-KCZ)K-~), N*(p) is defined in (23), 
/3 = c&-l exp (-KU), and p(p) is the unique positive root of Equation (22). 
REMARK 1. Existence of the unique positive root of Equation (22) for sufficiently small P > 0 
follows from the fact that the left-hand side of (22) . 1s monotonically decreasing to zero continuous 
positive function of p. 
REMARK 2. Using the known asymptotics of je(r) as d - co one can calculate the asymptotics 
of be. One has 
2e+i 
(ae + I;(,, + 3) I1 + o(l)] 
aS!++CQ. 
REMARK 3. Another approach to the stability problem, based on a study of the Dirichlet-to- 
Neumann map, was discussed by P. Stefanov in a talk at the Osaka conference on inverse problems, 
Aug. 1990. 
OPEN PROBLEM. Find the asymptotics of the positive root p(p) of (22) as p + 0, 
p = c-‘Y(K), where Y(K) is defined in (11). 
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